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Theoretical simulations of the He 79Br2 B , vÄ8]X, v 9Ä0 excitation
spectrum: Spectroscopic manifestation of a linear isomer?

Marta I. Hernández, Tomás González-Lezana, Gerardo Delgado-Barrio,
Pablo Villarreal,a) and Alexei A. Buchachenkob)

Instituto de Matema´ticas y Fı́sica Fundamental, C.S.I.C., Serrano 123, Madrid 28006, Spain

~Received 23 February 2000; accepted 21 June 2000!

Possible manifestations of a linear isomer of a rare gas–halogen molecule van der Waals complex
in its B←X excitation spectrum are analyzed using a continuous one-parametric family ofX-state
potential energy surfaces~PESs! with variable depths of minima in the T-shaped and linear
configurations. For the HeBr2 complex as an example, the propensities in the frequencies and
intensities of the representative transitions from T-shaped and linear isomers are analyzed and the
variation of the whole spectrum with the topology of theX-state PES is established. Qualitatively
good agreement with the experimental HeBr2 spectrum clearly suggests that the unassigned
secondary band of the observed spectrum is likely formed by transitions from the linear isomer,
whose energy is very close to that of the T-shaped one. Present results provide strong evidence for
the possibility to detect a linear isomer of rare gas–halogen molecule complexes via conventional
excitation spectroscopy. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~00!01135-1#
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I. INTRODUCTION

During almost three decades, van der Waals~vdW! com-
plexes of halogen molecules with rare gas atoms RgX2 have
attracted an intent attention of experimentalists and theo
cians. Very recent reviews of Janda and co-workers1,2 clearly
demonstrate why these systems have become one of the
portant ‘‘paradigms’’ of the theory of vdW bonding: the
apparent simplicity contradicts the complexity of their inte
action potential energy surfaces~PESs!, spectroscopy, and
decay dynamics.

One of the most interesting problems is the topology
their ground-state PES. Apart from several interhalog
complexes RgXY~ArClF, KrClF, HeClF, and ArICl!, whose
linear structure was established by means of microw
spectroscopy,3–6 a triangular structure of the RgX2 com-
plexes in the groundX and electronically-excitedB states fits
almost all available experimental data.1,2 Interpretation of
only few experimental observations@one-atom cage effect in
ArI2(B) complex,7–12 two separate progressions in the Ry
berg state excitation, and ionization spectra of ArI2 and
KrI2,

13,14 some features of total Rg1Cl2 scattering cross
sections#15–17implies the existence of a linear isomer. On t
other hand, all high-levelab initio calculations18–35 and
semiempirical multiproperty analysis based onab initio
data25,30,31,34have consistently revealed that the ground-st
PES has minima in both triangular and linear configuratio
~hereafter T-shaped and linear minima! and the latter is pre-
dicted to be the deepest one. It was shown by Huanget al.
that it is the zero-point vibrational energy responsible

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic
pablo@fam88.imaff.csic.es

b!On sabbatical leave from the Laboratory of Molecular Structure and Qu
tum Mechanics, Department of Chemistry, Moscow State University, M
cow 119899, Russia.
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stabilization of the T-shaped isomer: the ground vdW vib
tional level nX50 corresponds to the secondary T-shap
minimum but not to the ground linear well.26 This finding
~see also Refs. 1, 2, 30, 34! and the well-established
T-shaped structure of the complexes in theB state explain
why the excitation spectroscopy probes the T-shaped isom
However, the question still remainshow the linear isomer
could be detected. In this respect, theory may provide v
useful hints identifying those features of spectra and dyna
ics which are hardly interpreted in terms of a T-shaped str
ture.

The main goal of the present work is to get insight in
the dependence of the features of theB←X excitation spec-
trum on the shape of the ground-state PES. For this purp
we construct, using a sort of diatomics-in-molecule appro
mation, a one-parametric family of PESs which undergo
evolution from the single T-shaped topology to the situat
when the linear minimum has the lowest energy.

This model is applied to the HeBr2 complex. TheB
←X excitation spectrum recorded by Jahnet al.36 for the
vibrational excitation of the Br2(B) fragmentv58 consists
of a main peak shifted by 3.72 cm21 to the blue from theB,
v58←X, v950 band of the bare Br2 molecule. Partially
resolved rotational structure of the peak corresponds to t
sitions between the ground vdW vibrational levelsnX5nB

50 of the T-shaped complex. A unique feature of the HeB2

spectrum is the presence of a secondary band shifted by
cm21 further to the blue. It has a complicated structure a
an intensity ca. 4–5 times lower than that of the main pe
The secondary feature was tentatively assigned to transit
to the excitednB51 vdW level of theB state.36 Accompa-
nied theoretical simulations fornB51←nX50 transitions
matched the observed blue shift of the secondary feature
barely underestimated its intensity. The same inconsiste
was obtained in our calculations despite very impress

il:
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-
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 This a
agreement with experimental data on the vibrational pre
sociation dynamics36–38achieved even at highv ’s, where the
intramolecular vibrational relaxation causes extreme se
tivity of the dynamics to the properties of the PESs.39–42

We try to assign these two spectrum features to tra
tions from the distinct isomers having similar energie
Implementing the family of the ground-state PESs and co
paring the simulated spectra with the observed one, we
to support a new assignment which involves the coexiste
of T-shaped and linear isomers and deduce the qualita
estimation of their energies which can be compared w
availableab initio data.27,36

II. POTENTIAL ENERGY SURFACES

A. B state

For the B state we use so-called IDIM PT1 PES43–45

from Ref. 42, the best available one at least for spectrosc
and predissociation dynamics of the HeBr2 complex for a
large range ofv ’s. It has the following analytical form:

VB5
1

4 (
a5a,b

$3VP~Ra!1VS~Ra!

2@VP~Ra!2VS~Ra!#cos2 ba%, ~1!

wherea5a,b enumerates bromine atoms,Ra are the He–Br
distances, andba are the angles between Br2 axis r andRa .
VL are the potentials of the HeBr diatomic molecule in t
2S1 and2P electronic states. Their parameters are given
Ref. 42. In the calculations Jacobi coordinates (r ,R,u) were
used, wherer is the Br–Br distance,R is the distance be
tween Br2 center-of-mass and He atom, andu is the angle
betweenr andR.

The IDIM PT1 PES has a primary T-shaped well and
very shallow long-range linear minimum.42 Another B-state
PES used here, the empirical Morse pairwise~EMP!,39 is
almost the same in the vicinity of the T-shaped minimum
has no linear well.

B. X state

Our model for X-state PESs also originates from th
IDIM PT1 approach. The latter utilizes the asymptotic Hu
case~c! electronic wave functions of the halogen molecule
approximate interaction PES by first-order perturbat
theory. It was noted43,44 that there are two such functions o
0g

1 symmetry correlating to the ground2P3/21
2P3/2 disso-

ciation limit. In terms ofu jm&a functions of bromine atoms
they can be expressed as43,44,46

f15FU32 3

2L
a

U322
3

2L
b

2U322
3

2L
a

U32 3

2L
b
G Y &,

f25FU32 1

2L
a

U322
1

2L
b

2U322
1

2L
a

U32 1

2L
b
G Y &.

Any normalized linear combination of these functions can
taken as an asymptotic eigenfunction for the groundX0g

1

state. Depending on the particular choice, the IDIM P
model gives distinct interaction PESs, including those hav
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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two minima. The evident weakness of IDIM PT1 model
predict a unique well-definedX-state PES can be turned int
an advantage for constructing a smoothly varying family
PESs.

Linear combination off1 andf2 with a mixing anglej,
CX(j)5f1 cosj2f2 sinj, leads to the following analytica
expression of the PES:

VX~j!5 (
a5a,b

$VP~Ra!~522 cos2 j!/61VS~Ra!

3~2 cos2 j11!/6

2 1
2 @VP~Ra!2VS~RS!#cos 2j cos2 ba%. ~2!

It should be noted that the mixing between individu
wave functions is an important ingredient of the more ela
rate and accurate diatomics-in-molecule approaches by G
orenkoet al.47 and Naumkin.48 Still, however, the model is
oversimplified to give quantitative results being parametriz
by true HeBr potentials. It is possible, however, to choo
themad hocin order to let the family ofVX(j) PES cover a
wide range of relative depths of T-shaped and linear pot
tial wells. VS andVP were represented by Morse function

VL5l~j!DL
0 $exp@22aL~R2R̄L!#22

3 exp@2aL~R2R̄L!#%, ~3!

where the parametersR̄L53.81 Å and aL51.55 Å21 for
both L5S,P were borrowed from theX-state EMP
potential,39 while dissociation energies was taken asDS

0

540 cm21, DP
0 54 cm21. The scaling factorl~j! was intro-

duced in Eq.~3! in order to compensate for the changes
interaction strength withj. For each value ofj, it was ad-
justed so that the energy of the ground vdW level forVX(j)
PES is equal to that obtained with theX-state EMP potential.
This adjustment was performed within rotational infinite o
der sudden approximation~see, e.g., Ref. 49!, so that the
accurate energies ofnX50 levels are systematically higher50

by ca. 0.3 cm21. No further refinement of theVX(j) PESs
was attempted.

Positions and depths of the minima on selectedVX(j)
PESs are listed in Table I. At small values ofj, the PES has
a single T-shaped minimum, while atj between 40° and 50°
a shallow secondary linear well appears. Its depth rap
increases and approaches almost the same value as that
T-shaped well atj566.5° and 67.5°. As we will show later
this situation is the most interesting in the present conte
Further increase makes the linear minimum global, reduc
the depth of the T-shaped well. Hence, Eq.~3! provides a
desirable one-parametric family of PESs with a smooth tr
sition from a global T-shaped to a linear structure at cons
energy of the ground vibrational level. The topology
EMP39 andab initio based PESs36,27 is also characterized in
Table I.

For better correspondence with the results of rovib
tional energy level calculations it is worth also to charact
ize the ‘‘diabatic’’ PESs, i.e., two-dimensional potentials a
eraged overr with proper Br2 vibrational wave functions.
The contour plots of selected diabatic PESs forX, v950 and
ject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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 This a
B, v58 in Cartesian coordinatesx5R cosu and y5R sinu
are presented in Fig. 1. IDIM PT1 and EMPB-state PESs are
very similar, whereasVX(67.5°) and EMPX-state PESs dif-
fer in the linear configuration.

III. SIMULATIONS OF EXCITATION SPECTRUM

The rotational energy levels of the HeBr2 complex are
classified byJpi pj quantum numbers, whereJ is the total
rotational angular momentum quantum number, andpi , pj

are the parities with respect to inversion of nuclear coo
nates and exchange of Br nuclei, respectively.41,49 The sign
of pj defines which rotational angular momenta of the B2

TABLE I. PositionsRe and depthsDe of the T-shaped and linear minima
on the adiabatic ground-state HeBr2 PESs at the equilibrium Br2 distance
1.988 Å.

PES l

T-shaped Linear

Re , Å De , cm21 Re , Å De , cm21

VX(0°) 0.950 3.64 38.74 ¯ ¯

VX(20°) 0.999 3.64 38.69 ¯ ¯

VX(40°) 1.149 3.64 38.52 ¯ ¯

VX(60°) 1.382 3.63 38.16 4.93 32.17
VX(65°) 1.442 3.63 38.00 4.93 36.17

VX(66.5°) 1.458 3.63 37.94 4.93 37.31
VX(67.5°) 1.468 3.63 37.87 4.93 38.04

VX(70°) 1.464 3.63 37.02 4.93 39.03
VX(80°) 1.375 3.62 32.67 4.93 39.67
VX(90°) 1.345 3.62 31.26 4.93 39.85

EMPa 3.64 39.62 ¯ ¯

Scaled MP4b 3.70 40.21 4.50 44.11
MP4c 3.70 38.5 4.50 42.8

aReference 39.
bThe PES obtained from theab initio fourth order Møller–Plesset HeCl2

PES by adjusting the equilibrium distance and depth of the linear minim
~Ref. 36!.

cAb initio fourth-order Møller–Plesset calculations~Ref. 27!. Quoted values
were borrowed from Ref. 1.

FIG. 1. Contour plots of the diabatic PESs averaged over the Br2 vibrational
wave functions:~a! X-stateVX(67.5°), ~b! X-state EMP,~c! B-state IDIM
PT1, ~d! B-state EMP. Contour lines correspond to the energies230, 220,
210, and25 cm21.
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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fragmentj, even or odd, contribute to the total wave functio
of the complex. In what follows we will designate the rot
tional levelsJpi pj ast9 andt for theX andB electronic states,
respectively.

Total excitation cross section for theB, v←X,v9,nX

transition at photon energyE and internal temperature of th
complexT is expressed as

s~B,v←X,v9,nX ;E;T!

5(
t

(
t9

(
nB

wX~T!gt9s~B,v,nB ,t←X,v9,nX ,t9;E!,

~4!

wherewX(T) is a Boltzmann factor accounting for the pop
lation of initial level, gt9 is the statistical factor accountin
for the nuclear spinI 53/2 of 79Br nuclei and equal to 5/8 o
3/8 for pj9521 or 11, respectively, ands(B,v,nB ,t
←X,v9,nX ,t9;E) is the excitation cross section for a sing
rotational transition. TheB, vÞ0 states of the complex ar
metastable due to the vibrational predissociation. Assum
separation between the metastable levels, one can u
discrete–discrete version to approximate the excitation c
sections,49

s~B,v,nB ,t←X,v9,nX ,t9;E!

'I ~B,v,nB ,t←X,v9,nX ,t9;E0!
G0/2p

~E2E0!21~G0/2!2 ,

~5!

whereE0 is the transition energy andG0 is the predissocia-
tion width of the B, v, nB , t energy level. The intensity
factor is the matrix element of the transition dipole mome
operator. Its explicit form can be found in Refs. 41, 51, 5
The transition dipole moment vector was taken to be para
to ther axis. The~unknown! electronic transition dipole mo
ment function was assumed to be constant since its de
dence onR should be weak, while the dependence onr is not
important for the transitions to the samev level considered
here. The nuclear energies and wave functions were ca
lated variationally, while the diabatic Fermi Golden rule a
proach was implemented for predissociation widths. Com
tational parameters were chosen to be the same as in
previous works.39,41

A. Vibrational energy levels

The lowest vdW vibrational level patterns of HeBr2 at
J50 belong to two symmetry blocks,t5011 and 012. For
the 011 levels of theB state, Golden rule calculations wit
IDIM PT1 PES yield213.761,27.389 cm21, and 0.013,
0.032 cm21 for energies and halfwidths ofnB50, 1 levels,
respectively. TheX-state energy levels calculated withVX(j)
PESs for both parity blocks are listed in Table II. They we
assigned to T-shaped or linear isomers. For the latter,
levels of oppositepj parity form doublets which can be in
terpreted in terms of tunneling splitting in the effective a
gular double-well potential. They appear as excited bend
levelsnX51 (011 block! of the complex atj,60°. Their
energy and splitting rapidly decrease withj and, betweenj
567.5° and 70°, they become the ground levels of the co

m
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 This a
plex. This happens at a higher value ofj than the inversion
of the depths of T-shaped and linear minima~see Table I!
due to the higher zero-point vibrational energy of the line
isomer.26 In the limiting casej590°, the energy of linear
isomer is ca. 4 cm21 lower than that of the T-shaped one a
the tunneling splitting becomes negligible.

Cartesian contour plots of the probability density dist
butions for theB- andX-state levels are depicted in Figs.
and 3 for diatomics-in-molecule and EMP PESs, resp
tively. The density distributions fornB50 are almost identi-
cal for both potentials, whereas thenB51 wave function is
markedly more extended toward the linear configuration
IDIM PT1 PES. The probability density distributions fo
011nX50, 1 levels calculated with theVX(67.5°) and EMP
PESs are dramatically different. Despite theVX(67.5°)nX

50 wave function is still localized in the T-shaped well,
extends remarkably to the linear configuration, whereas
nX51 wave function corresponds to the linear well~the
maxima of probability density distribution are shifted to no
zero angles due to the sinu Jacobian!.

TABLE II. Lowest van der Waals energy levels of the HeBr2 complex
~cm21! computed withVX(j) PESs forJ50. Parity with respect to ex-
change of the Br nucleipj is indicated in parentheses. The energies given
italic correspond to the linear potential well.

j

0° 217.2781~1! 210.0337~2! 26.2854~1! 23.0196~2!
40° 217.2834~1! 210.7476~2! 28.0033~1! 26.2925~2!
50° 217.2877~1! 213.4456~2! 29.9558~1! 28.1049~2!
60° 217.2894~1! 213.7239 (2) 213.6167 (1) 211.4374~2!
65° 217.2709~1! 215.8397 (2) 215.7939 (1) 212.0173~2!
66.5° 217.2651~1! 216.4837 (2) 216.4312 (1) 212.1812~2!
67.5° 217.2722~1! 216.8980 (2) 216.8162 (1) 212.2829~2!
70° 217.4344 (1) 217.4126 (2) 216.6417~1! 212.1517~2!
90° 217.4882 (1) 217.4874 (2) 213.1254~1! 210.5393~2!

FIG. 2. Contour plots of the probability density distributions for thev9
50 andv58 vdW levels calculated withVX(67.5°) and IDIM PT1 PESs.
~a! nX50, ~b! nX51, ~c! nB50, ~d! nB51. Contour lines correspond to
0.25, 0.1, 0.01, and 0.001.
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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B. Four-state model for excitation spectrum

For qualitative interpretation of the complete spectru
it is worth to consider a simple spectrum model which tak
into account the transitions between the lowest four vd
levelsnX50, 1 andnB50, 1 for a single rotational transition
for example, 011←122, a quite representative one.39

Each@nB←nX# transition is characterized by a blue sh
Dv with respect to the bare Br2 B, v58←X, v950 transi-
tion, equal to the energy difference between the final a
initial vdW levels, and intensityI taken from Eq.~5!. Neither
the statistical weight nor the Boltzmann factor are includ
Shifts and intensities are listed in Table III for variousX- and
B-state PESs. Note that for the sameB-state PES the shifts o
the @0←0# and @1←0# transitions are almost the same f
all VX(j) PESs which maintain a constant energy for t
nX50 level @within an uncertainty in the adjustment ofl
parameter in Eq.~3!#.

Table III gives clear evidence for the strong variation
the transition blue shifts and intensities with thej parameter,
i.e., with the topology of theVX(j) PES. The purely
T-shapedVX(00) PES is very close to the EMP one and t
intensity ratios for different transitions can be clearly und
stood in terms of the overlaps of the corresponding wa
functions. According to Fig. 3, ‘‘diagonal’’nX5nB transi-
tions should be much more intense than the ‘‘nondiagon
ones,nXÞnB . This is indeed the case. In addition, the se
ond diagonal@1←1# transition appears to be much weak
than the first one@0←0#. The intensities of all transitions
change only slightly whenj increases up to 60°. At this
point, nX51 level starts to represent a linear isomer. Th
leads to a sudden increase of both shift and intensity of
@1←1# transition due to favorable overlap with thenB51
wave function which markedly extends towards the line
configuration~Fig. 2!. In contrast, the overlap withnB50
state becomes less favorable and the intensity of@0←1#
transitions decreases. Further increase ofj leads to some
spreading of the probability density distribution of thenX

levels. As a result, intensities of the nondiagonal transitio
increase, while those of the diagonal ones slightly decre

FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 2, but for EMP PESs.
ject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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TABLE III. Blue shifts Dv ~cm21! and intensitiesI of theB, v58, nB , 122←X, v950, nX , 011 transitions
for nX , nB51,0. Transitions given initalic corresponds to the linear isomer.

PESX PESB

0←0 1←0 0←1 1←1

Dv I Dv I Dv I Dv I

EMP EMP 3.721 2.7~25! 11.148 2.5~29! 22.932 5.1~28! 4.495 5.7~27!
EMP IDIM PT1 3.811 2.7~25! 10.183 4.5~29! 22.842 5.7~28! 3.530 5.1~26!
VX(0°) EMP 3.280 2.7~25! 10.707 2.6~28! 24.163 6.0~28! 3.264 1.9~27!
VX(0°) IDIM PT1 3.370 2.7~25! 9.742 2.6~28! 24.073 6.3~28! 2.299 1.3~27!
VX(40°) IDIM PT1 3.375 2.7~25! 9.747 6.3~29! 23.380 5.7~28! 2.992 3.3~27!
VX(60°) IDIM PT1 3.382 2.7~25! 9.753 2.6~28! 20.235 2.1(28) 6.136 1.9(25)
VX(65°) IDIM PT1 3.362 2.6~25! 9.733 2.1~27! 1.930 2.3(27) 8.301 1.7(25)
VX(66.5°) IDIM PT1 3.355 2.6~25! 9.726 6.6~27! 2.568 8.4(27) 8.939 1.6(25)
VX(67.5°) IDIM PT1 3.361 2.3~25! 9.732 2.6~26! 2.953 3.7(26) 9.324 1.4(25)
VX(70°) IDIM PT1 3.558 9.6(27) 9.929 1.5(25) 2.744 2.6~25! 9.115 3.3~27!
VX(90°) IDIM PT1 3.617 4.8(28) 9.988 1.4(25) 20.516 6.0~26! 5.855 6.3~27!
VX(90°) EMP 3.526 4.2(28) 10.953 9.6(26) 20.607 6.0~26! 6.820 7.8~27!
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ThenX51 level of linear isomer gets closer in energy to t
nX50 of T-shaped isomer and the shifts of the correspo
ing transitions become comparable. Atj567.5°, nX50 and
1 levels are almost degenerated. Calculated transitions in
sities are again in good accord with the overlap of the vib
tional wave functions~see Fig. 2!. The second sudde
change occurs betweenj567.5° and 70° when the linea
isomer acquires lower energy than the T-shaped ones,
nX50 level corresponds to the linear minimum, whilenX

51 to the T-shaped one. The intensities of the diagonal tr
sitions fall off by almost two orders-of-magnitude, but th
nondiagonal transitions become one order-of-magnit
stronger. The energy ofnX51 level increases and the shif
of associated transitions decrease again.

Some results obtained with EMPX- and B-state PESs
are also presented in Table III. They demonstrate, first,
the transition intensities do not depend significantly on w
T-shaped PES, EMP, orVX(00) is used for theX-state. Sec-
ond, they show that the existence of the linear minimum
theB-state PES neither affects the transition intensities: e
for the extreme case ofVX(90°) PES, intensities calculate
with IDIM PT1 and EMP PESs are not far from each oth

We used the four-state model also to check the discre
discrete approximation to the excitation spectrum. Rigor
discrete–continuum~or lineshape!49 calculations were per
formed for theVX(67.5°) IDIM PT1 pair of PESs as de
scribed elsewhere.39,41 In this case the shifts and integrate
intensities of individual transitions were determined from t
continuous excitation profile using Lorentzian fits to the c
responding peaks. As is seen in Fig. 4, the agreement
tween both approaches is excellent despite minor disc
ancy more evident for the transitions to thenB51 level. This
proves that at lowv ’s the discrete–discrete approximatio
works very well not only for shifts and widths,39,41 but also
for transition intensities.

C. Rotationally resolved excitation spectrum
simulations

More realistic simulations of theB, v58←X, v950
spectrum were performed within the discrete–discrete
proximation. For each set oft9 and t rotational quantum
s indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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numbers, variational energies and wave functions of the
lowest vdWnX and nB levels were used to determine blu
shifts and intensitiesI (B,v,nB ,t←X,v9,nX ,t9;E0). The re-
sulting sticky spectrum was dressed by Lorentzian functi
@Eq. ~5!# with a common halfwidthG0/250.023 cm21, the
average value fornB50 and 1 levels atJ50. It was checked
that this assumption does not alter the spectrum significan
Equation~4! was used to evaluate the full excitation profi
at the internal temperature of 1.6 K established in our pre
ous analysis.41 It was found that it is sufficient to conside
transitions withJ9<4. Around 1100 transitions were take
into account for each pair ofX, B PESs.

Spectra obtained with selectedVX(j) and IDIM PT1

FIG. 4. Excitation cross-sections for HeBr2B, v58, nB , 011←X, v950,
nX , 122 transitions calculated using discrete–continuum line shape
proach ~solid line! and simulated within discrete–discrete approximati
~dashed line! for VX(67.5°) and IDIM PT1 PESs. The peaks, from left
right, correspond tonB50←nX51, nB50←nX50, nB51←nX51, and
nB51←nX50 transitions.
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FIG. 5. HeBr2B, v58←X, v950 ex-
citation spectra simulated using se
lected VX(j) and IDIM PT1 PESs.
The intensity is normalized to unity a
the maximum.
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PESs are shown in Fig. 5. Forj from 0° to 60°, the spectrum
consists of a single peak whose structure is typical
T-shaped complexes. It is formed exclusively by various@0
←0# rotational transitions. The transitions withnXÞnB have
too low excitation probability~as in Table III!, while the
transitionsnX5nBÞ0 are suppressed due to the low pop
lation of initial levels. Atj566.5° @Fig. 5~c!#, a weak fea-
ture appears at 8–10 cm21 blue shift. In agreement with the
four-state model, it corresponds to@1←1# transitions from
the linear isomer. Atj567.5° @Fig. 5~d!#, the intensity of the
secondary feature gets larger. Figure 6 demonstrates tj
567.5° spectra simulated separately for the transitions fr
T-shaped (nX50) and linear (nX51) isomers. These simu
lations took into account only the two lowest vdW levels
the ground state within each symmetry block classified
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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belonging to the T-shaped or linear isomer. The sum of
two spectra reproduces very well the complete spectr
which includes much more transitions. In accord with t
four-state model transitions from both linear@1←1# and
T-shaped@1←0#, isomers contribute to the secondary fe
ture. Likewise, the main peak formed by the transitions fro
the T-shaped isomer@0←0# contains some admixture of th
linear isomer transitions@0←1#, see Table III. The intensity
of the secondary feature further increases atj570° @Fig.
5~e!#. In the limiting casej590° @Fig. 5~f!#, the former main
peak completely disappears since the transitions from
T-shaped isomer have small probability and Boltzmann f
tor. The former secondary feature is composed from the@1
←0# transitions of linear isomer.

Among the simulated spectra, that corresponding
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VX(67.5°) PES is the closest to the observed one. The w
spectra are compared on the lower panel of Fig. 7. The up
curve represents experimental spectrum from Ref. 36, w
the lower is the simulated one shifted by 0.16 cm21 in order
to compensate for an error in the position of the maximu
As can be seen, the main peak is qualitatively well rep
duced as is the intensity ratio of the two features. The up
panel of Fig. 7 magnifies the secondary feature. Its struc
is rather complicated, but several similarities between
experiment and theory become apparent.

It is interesting to compare equilibrium energies of t
VX(67.5°) PES with theab initio-based data, in particular
with the results of fourth-order Møller–Plesset~MP4!
calculations27 given in Table I. Althoughab initio calcula-
tions predict a larger energy difference between the
minima, it is still small enough to fit the observed spectru
if one takes into account the difference in zero-point energ
and uncertainties of bothab initio and present approache
Note that the latter stems not only from the qualitative nat
of the model PES, but also from some assumptions mad

FIG. 6. Decomposition of the HeBr2B, v58←X, v950 excitation spec-
trum simulated usingVX(67.5°) and IDIM PT1 PESs:~a! and ~b! spectra
composed only of transitions from the lowest levels of T-shaped and lin
isomers, respectively;~c! result of the complete simulations.
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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the spectrum simulations. In particular, it would be importa
to understand at what extent the levels of T-shaped and
ear isomers are thermally equilibrated in the superso
beam~as we have assumed after considering their small
ergy difference and the low potential barrier between the!.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The model developed for the ground-state potential
ergy surface of a rare gas atom–halogen molecule com
allows one to trace the qualitative evolution of itsB←X
excitation spectrum with the relative energy of T-shaped a
linear isomers. Generally, the spectrum consists of two f
tures separated approximately by the bending excitation
ergy of the complex in theB state. The first one is formed
predominantly by the transitions from the T-shaped isom
while the second manifests the existence of a linear isom
If two isomers are separated in energy, only the band co
sponding to the ground isomer survives due to the unfav
able overlap between the vibrational wave functions and
population. If the isomers are close enough, the two featu
have comparable intensities.

ar

FIG. 7. Comparison of experimental~upper curve! and simulated using
VX(67.5°) and IDIM PT1 PESs~lower curve! HeBr2B, v58←X, v950
excitation spectra. For both spectra, intensity is normalized to unity at
maximum. Simulated spectrum is shifted by 0.16 cm21. Upper panel mag-
nifies the secondary spectrum feature.
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This model describes qualitatively well the experimen
spectrum of the HeBr2 complex,36 providing strong evidence
that this complex has two isomers with similar energies a
that the linear isomer can really be detected using conv
tional B←X excitation spectroscopy. However, further e
forts in both theoretical and experimental investigations
in need in order to attain a quantitative agreement.

Theoretical perspective certainly involves the impleme
tation of more quantitativeX-state PESs, like two existing
ones, ‘‘scaled MP4’’ obtained by scalingab initio MP4 PES
of the HeCl2 complex,36 andab initio MP4.27,53 The former
perfectly reproduces the main peak of the spectrum and
only addition to the spectrum simulations already perform
in Ref. 36 to be done is the inclusion of excited vdW leve
in the ground and excited states. The latter PES is a un
one which provides first-principle information on the stru
ture and energy of the linear isomer and thus much m
grounded representation of the corresponding rotational t
sitions should be expected.

Along the experimental avenue, it is highly desirable
gain more information on the secondary feature. The st
of its variation with v and source conditions~i.e., internal
temperature of the complex! will provide more solid grounds
for the theoretical analysis. Our simulations also indicate
possibility of searching the linear isomer transitions at
red wing of the main peak~see Fig. 6!. It will be also tempt-
ing to analyze other systems. Secondary features were
tected in theB←X excitation spectra of the HeI2, NeI2, and
ArI2 complexes.54–56 They were tentatively assigned to th
excitedB-state vdW levels, but at least for HeI2 this assign-
ment is not definitive.1 It is of interest whether or not it is
possible~and how! to detect the secondary feature for t
HeCl2 complex whose potentials are fairly well-known fro
ab initio calculations and multiproperty fits.25,31,34
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